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UN ITEDJ OFF 156E‘ 

APBABKTUS-PEQRT AFF'Ii?NG :QONDUCTII' 
IHG ‘TAB {STRAPS TO" PAPER MOUNT 
me srmrs ‘ 

A:nanemwiuas?elea Mass:,, as‘signorj to ' 
General_;Electrie Company; a.‘ corporation of 
New-York v 

‘retreats-sixteen, 1941's;stratus-resor 
iéoiaim: (crisp-1L6) . 

My invention 'reiateslw asmet?ed? '* diaripal 
ratus for a?‘iiringfori'attachiiilg?aipluralityoffstrips 
of material,’ at;spaced1 and‘ wear-intervals; to 
another strip‘ ofl niateri'al.~l More parti'c‘uiariyemy 
invention ‘ relatesi’to triaii'sveriselwaf?iiingi a; pm‘ 
ralityiof conductin'gitapi str'apsjle'inp‘loy‘edias te‘r'f 
minals'in electric condensers'iiati spae'eulannzequai 
intervals" to a’ strip: off-mounting "material such 
as a longitudinal s‘tripio?e’iri'sulatin‘g' pape?‘which 
combinationi was disclosed-in a: cop'eudiiigfi'appm 
cation for‘? ‘‘Capacitors’!-Includingv Method: and 
Apparatus for Tap-1 Strap-‘Insertion; Therein,” 
SerialNo; 18,‘104,‘-?led1Marchi3'Lil9ti8iinow Patent 
No. 2,547,644‘; andia'ssiignedfto-‘the:"same aSsi‘g'ne'e 
as the instant-applications The clainitofi’ the 
presentapplicatioriris speci?cally 'di‘recte‘dto-"the 
apparatus» of the? present‘: invention1 7wh'ilef'clafnii‘s 
to the: method? have? been presented ine-“myf e0‘; 
pending divisionali applicatiom seriairnum?er 
116346‘, ?led 'Septem'berflT, 1949‘, mid a'gs‘ignedwto 
the same’ assi'gneef present ‘application; 
To be employed ‘therma-nnen“ disclos'edi in 

the aforementioned copendiing applic'ationiseri‘al 
No; 18,104, ‘now-Patent-[N612;54F1§644;ither1ongitu; 
dinal strip ofPinsuIatingpaper'inustihaveithd con’ 
ducting ' tap‘ straps: a?iiied? th'er‘etoenet-"pulpv at 
spaced and equal F intervals Fb'ut ' aiipei'ltioiilofiieach 
tap strapimu'st extend-1aspredete‘rminedrdistanee 
laterally beyond-‘a‘longitudinalfedaelofthe mount‘ 
ing strip approximately? ‘equal? to‘ the‘ 5distance? it 
is desired to" havetlie tapiistrap's liproljejc‘t'i oulti oi 
the ?nishedf‘condenserfrolll ‘' Also‘; sincethevlongil 
tudinal'ed‘ges 10f‘ themountiiilg 'stripvare' eventually 
aligned" with the‘ longitudinal‘? edges cf-Tthe=~‘di; 
electric material betweenrthei'conductingt foilsiin 
the ?nished condenserileai-chl'tap-strapmust obvi'a 
ously be a?ixed at: an- % angle with-'- respecti to" the 
longitudinal edges of "the; mounting-‘strip coin" 
mensurate with thede'siredeangle ‘of? projection 
from the ?nished? roll.‘ lvliria're'over;v snic'eeeachiitap 
strap is intended to: eventually‘: be 'iri- good;~ electric 
contact with a conductiriigifoil‘ lonpi‘atervvi'thin“ a 
rolled condenser it is, importanvtliati an; entire 
surface thereof- berireef-ori' any; contamination" or 
form of 'insulatin‘gi-material-.r= to comply 
with economic" demanded? is1>~'imperaitive?“v that? a 
supply roll of mounting?Tmaterial'with‘conducting 
tap‘ straps: a?i‘xedtheretoibe quickly and automatl 
ically prepared‘ in‘ acoord'ameerwith~ the" desired 
requisitesias hereinbef‘o‘re’indicated." ' ‘ 

It is i therefore'an' object : of f myé invention‘ to 
provide a» method’fora?lxingtxatfspaced*and‘eqYual 
intervals‘ at rpluralityi"of:‘cmductingftawstrapsi to 
a mounting strip ‘of T'insulatingfmateriali 7 

It" is‘ 'also'l'an ‘object-‘of; my: invention-ta provide 
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a method for‘ automatically a'?ixin'g such tap 
straps, froin'i-a longitudinal supply stripiof- con 
ducting/material, to a supply stripof-insulating 
mounting material. 
It is alfurth‘er ‘obj ect' of my- invention- to provide 

anew apparatus for automatically 'carryingrout 
thelmethod' described. . , . 

My invention will be'better understood from 
the i following ‘ description '7 when taken-'- in connec 
tion; with =lthe" accompanying: drawings the single 
?gure of which perspectively and 2' diagrammati'e 
cally T illustrates an apparatus‘ embodyingtmy in 
vention, theiscope oi'v'vhich will be pointed'out? in 
the appended claim. 
In the‘ accompanying" drawing: ljit: vrepresents 

a‘ supply roll of’ insulating. mounting: material 
rotatably mounted on spindle-or shaft IiY'which 
i?itur'n is supported by a stationary framework, 
noti'illustrated inrtheririterest‘ of simplicity~.~ As 
supply‘, roll lll‘is unwound, b'y driver means-to be 
described hereinafter; the longitudinal strippf 
mounting material I2‘ therefrom isdirected- t0" 
vvard‘theT right in the direction of: the arrow‘ and 
during?» this rightward passage passes ;over- ‘and 
is- temporarily supported Orr-‘support platform 13 
also rigidlyisup'ported by ‘the. staticnaryrframe-i 
work‘ 

A‘ supply strip ‘of conducting: material“: is; fed 
from a‘supply roll orr‘eelr liover tension pulley 
l6 and under guide? ll’ in‘ the direction of‘ the 
arrowtowardand' transversely'i-over the platform 
I 3 "and "the ‘longitudinal supply strip of?mounting 
material 12'; The lower; or the? surface of the 
conducting: stri'p' Iii adjacent7 the platform; has 
been! previously 'coat'ed‘ with:v ,a--- thermo-setting 
adhesive material.‘ To vfeed the‘condu'cting- strip 
14 transversely toward the mountingstrip, 'I-em 
ploy feed means vcomprising apair' of cooperating 
feed-' rolls l8'and'i l9 ?xedlyfmounte'd on‘shafts 
20 and 21‘ respectively which'are" positively inter 
connected by' sp‘ur gears»- 22“ and 23' respectively. 
Shaft‘ 26' is-v driven counterclockwise‘, as viewed; by 
bevel gear‘set 24*and shaft 25~Which is in turn 
intermittently driven by a conventional Geneva 
motion comprising“: an’ escapeinentv disk-2'6 keyed 
on-Tth'ef end-‘of’ shaft 25"and' a-constantly rotated 
es'c‘apement pin ‘ll-mounted on an arm 28' keyed 
to drive shaft-29 which is constantly’ driven counf 
terclockwis'erbya‘pulley or chain sprocket mount 
ed ithereon'but" not‘ shown which'in turn-may be 
driven by’ a‘ belt or'chain'1from-a-motor neither 
of which are" illustrated.‘ Escapeme-nt' disk‘ 25 
may have a. number of radial recesses-or-notches 
30 in-its periphermin' this casejroun WEscapement 
pin-r21 is adaptedto- enter and exit'from recesses 
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30 as drive shaft 29 rotates to impart intermit 
tent rotation to shafts 25 and 25 and conducting 
strip feed rolls l8 and [9. 
Between feed rolls [8 and I5 and platform l3 

at a predetermined distance therefrom and the 
adjacent longitudinal edge of mounting strip i2 
is supported a conducting strip severing means or 
knife comprising a die and strip support 3! rigid 
ly ?xed to the apparatus framework and punch 
or knife housing 32 slidably mounted for ver 
tical movement at the rear, but not shown, on the 
framework. The forward lower end 33 of hous 
ing 32 is formed or machined to a knife edge the 
purpose of which will be explained hereinafter. 
Conducting strip holding element 34 is mounted 
for vertical movement Within housing 32, biased 
downward by a spring therein and aligned for 
engagement with die slot 35 which has a width 
and is so aligned as to slidably accommodate 
conducting strip [4 as it is fed toward mounting 
strip [2. The downward travel of holding ele 
ment 34 under its spring bias is limited by the 
engagement of a pin 35 affixed thereto with the 
lower edge of a slot 31 in the side wall of knife 
housing 32. Normally, holding element 55 is 
biased out of engagement with die slot 35 by 
spring 38 interposed between plate extension 3%, 
fixed to housing 32, and the framework. Up 
ward thrust of spring 38 is resisted by the engage 
ment of top plate All, suitably fixed to housing 
32, with the rounded end of an adjustment screw 
M threadedly mounted in a beam or lever 42 ro 
tatably pivoted on pivot pin 43 ?xedly mounted 
on the apparatus framework. Clockwise rota 
tion thus imposed by spring 33 on lever 42 is re 
sisted by engagement of the opposite end thereof 
with the contact surface of a cam 5d mounted 
on shaft 45. Cam 44 and shaft A5 are rotated 
by sprocket 46, chain 41 and sprocket 4S keyed 
to shaft 49 which is positively driven by drive 
shaft 29 through spur gear set 55. Top plate 
40 is provided with an overhanging extension 
containing a pair of spaced openings which serves 
to slidably accommodate a pair of vertical rods 
5| each of which has an adjustment nut 52 
threaded on the upper end thereof. Vertical rods 
5| extend downwardly respectively through a 
pair of spaced openings, having a diameter slight 
ly larger than the diameter of the rods, in hori 
zontal guide plate 53 ?xed to the side wall of 
housing 32. At the lower ends of vertical rods 
5| is ?xedly mounted a combination tamper and 
heater block 54 containing an electrical heating 
element energized by circuit conductors 55. Nor 
mally, tamper and heater block 54 is biased in a 
downward direction by a pair of coil springs 56 
respectively mounted around the vertical rods 5| 
and interposed between collars 51' integral there 
with and the overhanging extension of housing 
top plate 40. Normally, the lower-most posi 
tion of block 54 under the biasing action of 
springs 56 is limited and controlled by the posi 
tion of nuts 52 on the threaded upper ends of 
rods 5!. 

Longitudinal mounting strip 12 is continuously 
unrolled from supply roll H] by a pair of feed 
rolls 58 and 59 between which the mounting 
strip is directed in its travel toward support 

I platform 13. Roll 53 is an idler roll the shaft 
60 of which is biased downwardly by springs 51 so 
that the mounting strip I2 is pulled friction 
ally between rolls 58 and 59. Roll 59 is mount~ 
ed on rotatable shaft 62 on an extension of which 
is keyed a sprocket wheel 53 which is driven by 
drive shaft 29 through spur gear set 50, shaft 59, 
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4 
sprocket 54 mounted thereon and chain 65 in 
terconnecting sprockets 63 and 54. Longitudinal 
mounting strip l2, with tap straps af?xed there 
to is also continuously rewound as indicated at 
5B representing a partially rewound reel of 
mounting material in rolling engagement with 
friction roll 67 keyed to shaft 68 which is also 
driven by drive shaft 29 through spur gear set 
50, shaft 49, sprocket 69 keyed thereto, chain 10 
and sprocket ‘H keyed to shaft 58. Mounting 
strip I2 is rewound on a core sleeve mounted on 
reel up shaft 12 which is supported on a pair of 
radius arms 13 which are in turn pivotally 
mounted on the apparatus framework. The 
mounting of shaft 12 on the pivoted radius arms 
results in constant rolling engagement of the 
reel being rewound with friction drive roll 51 re 
gardless of the amount of mounting material 
that has been rewound into a ?nished reel. 
In its travel from support platform 13 toward 

friction roll 51, mounting strip 12 is directed be 
tween another pair of feed rolls ‘M and 15. Roll 
74 is an idler roll the shaft 15 of which is biased 
downwardly by springs 11 so that the mounting 
strip I2 is pulled frictionally between rolls ‘l4 and 
'15. However, since drive feed r011 15 is mounted 
on intermittently driven shaft 25, the mounting 
strip will only be moved intermittently by this 
pair of feed rolls, although it is continuously un 
wound from supply roll I0 and rewound, once the 
apparatus has been started. Feed rolls l4 and 
15, escapement disk 26 and the radius arm of pin 
21 are so proportioned and related to the bal 
ance of the apparatus, hereinbefore described, 
that rotation of roll 15, while pin 21 is in en 
gagement with a slot 30, feeds mounting strip 
I2 toward friction roll 61 at a much greater linear 
speed than it is being wound thereby on reel 55. 
Thereafter, when pin 21 becomes disengaged from 
a slot ‘30 in disk 25, there is no further movement 
of rolls ‘l4 and 15 nor of mounting strip l2 over 
platform l3 for a momentary period during which 
pin 21 is making a part of a revolution before 
engaging with the next adjacent slot in disk 26 
and friction roll 67 is rewinding the excess mount 
ing strip previously and quickly fed forward by 
the feed .rolls ‘[4 and T5. During this momen 
tary period, continuous rotation of feed rolls 58 
and 59 unwinds an excess of mounting material 
from supply roll l0 which excess is quickly taken 
up by the next increment of rotation of feed rolls 
‘[4 and ‘I5. Excess mounting material unwound 
from supply roll l0 during the momentary period 
when feed rolls 14 and 15 are stationary and 
excess mounting material fed forward by rota 
tion of these rolls is controlled and tension is 
maintained therein by idler rolls 18 each pivot 
ally mounted on a pair of radius arms 19 pivot 
ally mounted on the apparatus framework. 
Between tension rolls 18, are positioned a num 

ber of spaced idler rolls 80 which serve to guide 
mounting strip 12 in its travel from feed rolls 
58 and 59 to friction roll 61. 
To operate my apparatus hereinbefore de 

scribed, an end of mounting strip 12 is ?rst manu 
ally fed between feed rolls 58 and 59 pulled over 
support platform I3, between guide rolls 80 and 
feed rolls ‘I4 and 15 as shown and attached to the 
core sleeve on shaft 12 and an end of conducting 
strip I4 is manually directed between conducting 
strip feed rolls l8 and i9. Then the drive motor, 
not shown, which turns drive shaft 29 is started. 
Thereafter, all the steps of my invention are exe 
cuted automatically. Mounting strip feed rolls ‘I4 
and 15 quickly pull mounting strip 12 over plat 
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form l3 from an excess previously unwound by 
feed rolls 58 and 59 off of supply roll l0. Simul 
taneously conducting strip feed rolls I8 and I9 ro 
tate to feed the conducting supply strip through 
the die slot 3| toward and transversely over 
mounting strip I2. Thereafter, pin 21 on arm 28 
becomes disengaged from a slot 30 in escapement 
disk 28 to momentarily stop both the movement 
of mounting strip I2 over platform I3 and the 
feed of conducting strip I4 thereover. The vari 
ous elements of the apparatus are interconnected 
as hereinbeiore described and so synchronized 
that during this momentary period the periph 
ery portion 8| of rotating cam 44, having the 
greatest radius, begins to roll into engagement 
with the beam 42 turning it counterclockwise 
about its pivot 43 to force housing 32 down 
wardly against the upward bias of spring 38 and 
the lower end of holding element 34 into die slot 
35 and engagement with conducting strip I4. 
Since tamper and heater block 54 is supported 
through rods 5I and nuts 52 on top plate 40 ?xed 
to housing 32, this downward motion also lowers 
block 54 into engagement with the conduct 
ing strip I4 previously fed over mounting strip 
I2. Inasmuch as block 54 ishot by virtue of the 
heating element therein, this engagement be 
tween block and conducting strip softens the 
thermosetting adhesive coating on the under-sur 
face thereof. Additional rotation of cam 44 re 
sults in further downward and slidable motion 
of housing 32. relative to holding element 34, 
which having engaged stationary die slot 35 and 
strip I4 remains stationary, whereby the knife 
edge 33 of housing 32 passes through and severs 
conducting strip I4. Obviously, this additional 
downward movement of housing 32 is not only 
against the biasing action of spring 38 but also 
against the biasing action of the holding element 
spring within the housing whereby additional 
holding pressure is imposed on the strip l4 dur 
ing the severing thereof. Since block 54 has al 
ready been lowered into contact with the con 
ducting strip I 4 prior to the severing thereof, this 
additional downward movement of housing 32 
also lowers guide plate 53 and top plate 40 rela 
tive to block support rods 5| to compress springs 
56 whereby block 54 imposes considerable pres 
sure on the severed conducting strip to af?x it 
?rmly, by the softened thermo-setting adhesive 
material to the mounting strip. 

Thereafter, the constant rotation of shaft 49 
and cam 44 driven thereby will permit clock 
wise rotation of beam 42 and upward motion of 
housing 32 and block 54 subsequent to which feed 
rolls ‘I4 and ‘I5 will be rotated another increment 
to advance mounting strip I2, and conducting 
strip feed rolls I8 and I!) will be simultaneously 
rotated to feed another portion of the conducting 
strip I4 transversely over the mounting strip». 
Thus, I have provided a method and means 

whereby a conducting tap strap 82 having a pre 
determined portion projecting beyond or exterior 
of a longitudinal edge of a strip of mounting ma 
terial, equivalent to the distance therefrom to a 
severing means, is automatically a?ixed to the 
mounting strip at spaced and equal intervals 
thereon. It will be apparent that the angle be 
tween the tap straps and a longitudinal edge of 
the mounting strip may be controlled by chang 
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ing the direction of feed of conducting strip I4 
with respect to the direction of movement of the 
mounting strip and the projecting portion of the 
tap strap including projection beyond both longi 
tudinal edges of the mounting strip may be 
changed by obvious modi?cations in the elements 
of the apparatus. 
While I have, in accordance with the patent 

statutes, shown and described a particular em 
bodiment of my invention including a method of 
operation together with the apparatus for au 
tomatically carrying it out, other changes will be 
obvious to those skilled in the art, and I, there 
fore, aim in the appended claim to cover all such 
changes as fall within the true spirit and scope 
of my invention. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 
In a machine for ai?xing a conducting tap 

strap to a supply strip of mounting material at 
spaced and equal intervals thereon from a supply 
strip of conducting material, one of said strips 
having adhesive material applied to a surface 
thereof, a platform for supporting said moving 
strip of mounting material, a ?rst pair of cooper 
ating rotatable feed rolls for moving said mount 
ing strip therebe-tween and across said platform, a 
second pair of cooperating rotatable feed rolls for 
moving said conducting strip 'therebetween and 
feeding an end thereof toward and transversely 
over said mounting strip and said platform, drive 
means to rotate said ?rst and second pair of feed. 
rolls including a Geneva mechanism to momen 
tarily and simultaneously stop rotation of both 
of said pair of rolls, a combination heater and 
tamper having a single, ?at and unbroken tamp 
ing surface engageable in heat conducting rela 
tionship with the entire portion of said conduct 
ing strip fed over said mounting strip, said tamper 
actuated by said drive means when said ?rst and 
second pair of feed rolls and the movement of 
said mounting strip and said conducting strip is 
momentarily stopped to press and adhesively af?x 
to said mounting strip the portion of said con 
ducting strip transversely moved thereover, and 
a knife engageable with said conducting strip 
positioned intermediate said second pair of feed 
rolls and said mounting strip and actuated by 
said drive means to sever thereafter, and while 
said rolls are stopped, said conducting strip 
transversely at a predetermined distance exterior 
of a longitudinal edge of said mounting strip. 

EDWIN A. RANE‘Y. 
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